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Is Tom Green A Performance 

Artist? Apparently, So. 
Jun 18, 2019, 12:27pm | By Nadja Sayej 
 

In 1998, Canadian comedian Tom Green walked into 
the National Gallery of Canada with a painting he made 
and hung it up on the wall. It’s a clip from The Tom 
Green Show, which aired from 1994 to 2000. 

The Freddy Got Fingered star has always been a 
comedian who thinks outside the box, but now his work 
is being considered as high art. He’s showing clips from 
his heyday as a cable access star at the Peter Blum 
Gallery in New York, curated by Vlad Smolkin, until 
July 31. 

“A lot of my videos over the years have been so surreal 
and strange that comedy people have called it 
performance art,” said Green talking from his Los 
Angeles home. “I do consider the old videos, the really 
old stuff I did completely independent of any 
corporation, as video performance art.” 

 
STILL FROM THE TOM GREEN SHOW 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QG5cxudhCk
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In the clips, he squawks out bingo numbers to a group of American senior citizens, drinks alcohol 
until he vomits and knocks over boxes of merchandise in a grocery store, while riding a mechanical 
wheelchair. 

The clips were shot in the 1990s, a time where surveillance was less prevalent than it is now. Green 
managed to not arrested, though he almost does in some of them. “I’ve always been good at sensing 
the line not to cross,” he said. 

It’s a change of tone from your typical art world, which takes itself very seriously and shows often 
humorless and inaccessible artwork. “I’d like to do more of this kind of thing, showing my surreal, 
artistic—or weird—performance art stuff,” he said. “I wanted it to be funny.” 
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In his videos, what we really follow is Green’s fictional characters and how they’re received by 
passersby. “I learned how to read people’s energy and take them to a place where they were about to 
get violent, and know the right moment to apologize, feign confusion or back away,” he said. 

Part dada, part surrealism, Green is a fan of the oddball humor of Monty Python, as well as the 
deadpan video art of Andy Warhol. “I was always inspired by Warhol’s idea that you could make art 
that’s just essentially a room full of TVs and monitors full of strange and cool video,” he said. 

Just as some of contemporary art is a play on institutional critique, Green’s performance art is a 
parody of mainstream comedy. “My film Freddy Got Fingered was kind of a sendup of what 
Hollywood comedy has become,” he said. “I wanted to smash the convention of the formulaic 
mainstream Hollywood comedy and take it to a strange place. It was something I rebelled against.” 
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Credited as the “OG troll” before YouTube, Green was shooting and editing video, long before social 
media. “It was long before you could make and edit a video on your phone,” he said. 

The Tom Green Show started as a radio show in 1989, then 
debuted on Canadian public access television in 1994 before being 
picked up by MTV in 1999, which propelled his film career. 
“Nobody was doing that at the time,” he said. “It almost had 
double the impact that anything has today.” 

But back when Green started the videos, he took a guerilla 
approach—there wasn’t a TV network behind him, the cameras 
weren’t professional and there wasn’t really a structure for the 
show. It was like the surrealist “automatism,” with Green as the 
forefather to gonzo style comedy. 

He references his video work Canterbury Tales, where he’s 
dressed as a blonde woman with a skipping rope lined with animal 
parts. 

“I’m walking around Ottawa at night, basically freaking out the 
general public while classical music is playing,” he said. “It’s a 
parody of I don’t know what. It was always something visually 
strange and hilarious, it wasn’t something you could define as 

comedy.” 

 


